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Another page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How to help a scraper
do its level best
Bearing applications on large-capacity scraper wheels
pose two problems to design engineers. One is the heavy
loads. The other is wear. Engineers solve both problems
at once by mounting scraper wheels on Timkenl' tapered
roller bearings. Line contact between rollers and races
of Timken bearings provides extra load-carrying capacity.
The true rolling motion and incredibly smooth surface
finish of Timken bearings practically eliminate friction
and wear within the bearing.
Mounting scraper wheels
on TIMKEN® bearings
This is a standard wheel application showing indirect mounting of
Timken bearings. The bearings are adjusted by means of a nut.
Cups are mounted in the counterbored hubs. The use of Timken
bearings in this application keeps the shaft concentric with the
housing, thus the seals are more effective in keeping dirt out,
lubricant in.
TIMKE
TRADE-MARK REG. 1.1. S. PAT. OFF
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
How you can learn
more about bearings
Some of the engineering problems you'll face
after graduation will involve bearing applica-
tions. If you'd like to learn more about this phase
of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy
of the 270-page General Information Manual on
Timken bearings, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER 0--) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER cED
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST —CD— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
Roiegachnie
VOLUME LXIII, NO. 8
The Cover
This beautiful color picture was made of
the new Trenche Dam on the St. Maurice
River in Quebec, Canada. Recently com-
pleted, the dam is part of the Shawinigan
Water and Power Company of Montreal,
Canada. Courtesy of American Crosby
Clipper, bi-monthly publication of Ameri-
can Hoist and Derrick Company.
The Frontispiece
This big storage tank at the new silicone
plant at Waterford, N. Y., holds methyl
chloride, an important ingredient in the
manufacture of silicones. Courtesy of
GENERAL ELECTRIC.
PHOTO CREDITS: Pages 10 and 11, State
Highway Commission of Indiana; Page 13,
(r), Louisville Times; (1), Louisville En-
gineer District; Page 14, General Motors
Research Laboratories; Page 15, Eastman
Kodak Company.
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The 40- to 75-foot
trademarks of a world-famous
Thanksgiving Day parade
are inflated with helium.
Lighter-than-air, this "safe" gas
will not burn or explode.
Ilow gm!!?
From the eye-bright yellow
"Mae West" to the life-saving
raft of an Air Force pilot,
COT, one of the family of
Airco gases adds to the safety
of American airmen everywhere.
al the frontiers of progress you'll fnd
Big as a balloon .. . small as cartridge ampule, the range for needed
gases is only one segment of the innumerable operations that link the
Airco corporate family to many basic activities of American life —
and industry.. . a corporate family that depends upon each in-
dividual member for its strength.
What is the strength behind Airco? — air and its constituent gases,
plus the wide range of companion products that contribute to the
comfort and convenience of daily life . . . from anesthesia to air-
craft construction .. . from plastics to shipbuilding. In fact, wher-
ever progress is racing ahead to new frontiers, you'll find an Air
Reduction product.
AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INCORPORATED
60 EAST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY, AIR
REDUCTION PACIFIC COMPANY, AIR RE-
DUCTION MAGNOLIA COMPANY... Indus-
trial Gases, Welding and Cutting Equipment
• AIRCO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
DIVISION • NATIONAL CARBIDE COM-
PANY ... Calcium Carbide • OHIO CHEMI-
CAL & SURGICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,
OHIO CHEMICAL PACIFIC COMPANY...
Medical Gases — Apparatus — Hospital
Equipment • PURE CARBONIC COMPANY
... Carbonic Gas and "Dry-Ice" • AIRCO
COMPANY INTERNATIONAL... Export •
AIR REDUCTION CHEMICAL COMPANY
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Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle
The scene is "darkest Africa".
But Africa is lightening. Man's quest
for minerals, for new areas for agriculture
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glar-
ing-white air strips in once impenetrable
jungle.
Those pavers, portable air compressors,
pumps and air tools—such as you might
see working a city street—are Worthing-
ton Blue Brutes going to "lay a carpet"
in that hole in the jungle.
Thus, Worthington, a major producer
of equipment for public works, industry
Good Water and Sanitation—engines
pumps • water treatment • comminutors
air compressors • air tools
and farm, brings the fruits of American
technical genius to the strange places of
the world.
And illustrates, too, how the unique
American talent of diversification helps
public, employees and stockholders. For
Worthington makes many things—not
just construction equipment and pumps,
but also engines, water works machinery,
power transmission, petroleum equipment,
air conditioning and refrigeration, many
others.
Such diversification builds stability. . .
Low•r-Cost M•nviackuring—pumps
compressors • steam turbines • motors
power transmission • air conditioning
makes Worthington, 112 years old, a strong
link in the chain of American business.
Worthington Corporation, formerly
Worthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey.
!WORTHINGTON
1
The Sign of Value
Around the World 1
Petroleum Products—compressors
engines • pumps • chilling equipment
refrigeration • decoking systems
More Abundant Food— compressors
fertilizer mixers • air conditioning
refrigeration • pumps
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AT JOINT Technical Meetings
of Standard Oil Company and
its subsidiaries, many oppor-
tunities are presented for an
easy exchange of ideas. From
formal meetings, where tech- '
nical papers are read, to small
discussion groups and conver-
sations between individuals,
a healthy and stimulating air
prevails throughout the five-
day meeting.
How Exchanging Ideas
Advances Petroleum Progress
WHEN MORE than 150 scientists meet for five
days and exchange views on their work during
the past year, the American consumer is likely to
benefit, through improvement of products for his
use. Conversation between scientists can often
accomplish a more complete and satisfactory co-
ordination than mere exchange of written reports.
From May 5 through May 9 this year, the
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and affiliated
companies held their tenth annual Joint Tech-
nical Meeting at French Lick, Indiana. The key
scientists and engineers from the parent company
and all its subsidiaries attended. More than
eighty technical papers were presented.
In addition to the research men, the manufac-
turing, production, sales, chemical products, and
patent departments of the companies were repre-
sented. This helped give a broad view of company
problems.
The Standard Oil Joint Technical Meetings
are outstanding in their field. The company has
been a pioneer in bringing together scientists and
engineers from all the branches of its activities.
This is another example of leadership in engi-
neering and research, and well illustrates the
progressive atmosphere men with technical train-
ing may find in a career at Standard Oil.
Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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In this election year, with those of us who are voting probably doing so for
the first time, thoughts of government corruption, foreign and domestic policy
deserve our consideration. It is well recognized that public apathy should be
blamed for most of those things which we "view with alarm." If college gradu-
ates are to lead the way to better citizenship, the qualities of a good citizen must
be developed while in school.
Evidence of the interest of Rose students in their own government is
rather difficult to uncover. On occasion, class elections have had to be postponed
because too few cared to run for office to even fill a slate.
That most officers of student organizations hold several positions of
responsibility is seldom due to personal ambition or favoritism. More often
these men see the need for an organization and enjoy the work involved in
carrying out its goal. When no one else is willing to see the job through to the
end, the burden of responsibility reverts to the "Old Faithfuls."
Of course, the demand for Presidents of the United States, Congressmen,
and Supreme Court Justices is somewhat limited, so perhaps the goal of the
college should be to develop "just plain citizens" of high caliber. Here, too,
we are falling down. Attendance at student meetings is generally disgustingly
low. Policy matters demanding the careful consideration of the entire member-
ship of a fraternity or other student group are often tossed casually onto the
shoulders of their officers. In the final analysis, the success or failure of a
student organization—or of a government—depends upon the interest and the
drive of the individuals making up that group.
This summer will provide an excellent opportunity for first-time voters
to investigate parties and candidates. If the same enthusiasm is applied to
school organizations next fall, they can all become as active and worthwhile
as a few have been this year.
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[The new circuit components dis-
cussed here have been developed by
D. L. Whitehead and his staff in con-
nection with their work in the West-
inghouse Analog Computer Labora-
tory. These additions to analog cir-
cuits serve nicely to illustrate some
of the basic problems and techniques
involved in this type of calculator, in
this case the Westinghouse Anacom.]
Analog computers are widely used
in the technical world for the solution
of problems that formerly took hours,
weeks, or even years. They have also
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provided a means of solving problems
that were incapable of solution by
ordinary methods. Because of these
capabilities, these computers have
rapidly become an essential part of
science and industry.
In this field, new problems have
been encountered almost daily, and
their solutions have added material-
ly to the storehouse of background
information. Also many problems
have led to the development of new
analog techniques and computer cir-
cuit components. These, in turn, have
expanded the scope of problems that
can be handled, giving rise to a cas-
cading or chain-reaction effect.
The analog computer solves prob-
lems by use of the principle of an-
alogy. Fundamentally, this consists
of setting up electric circuits that
behave exactly like the original phy-
sical system being studied. The proof
of the analogy between the two sys-
tems lies in the derivation of the fun-
damental differential-integral equa-
tions that define both systems. For-
tunately, the mathematics that define
the application of basic physical laws
to problems in practically every field
of science, have their counterparts in
the mathematics defining the be-
havior of electrical circuits. For ex-
ample, the term for the heat de-
veloped in a bearing has the same
form as the term for the energy dis-
sipated in a resistor in an electric
circuit. Newton's laws of motion,
as used in the study of dynamics,
have their counterpart in Kirchoff's
laws defining the behavior of electric
circuits. This one-to-one corres-
pondence between the various basic
laws, permits the direct measurement
of desired solutions in the form of
currents and voltages in the elec-
trical analogy of the physical system
in question.
By Robert
The Westinghouse Anacom pro-
vides facilities for setting up three
fundamental requirements necessary
to obtain a solution. These are (1)
a circuit analogy for the physical
system, (2) arbitrary forcing-func-
tion generators to simulate the input
and initial conditions of the problem,
and (3) means for measuring and
recording solutions.
In earlier computer work most of
the analogous circuits consisted of
resistance, impedance, and conduct-
ance units with auxiliary components
such as transformers and switches.
These are basic, static elements and
are always used when adequate for
the analogy. The simplest analogy
that satisfies the basic equations of
a given problem is invariably the
best one.
One large category of problems in
which the analogy can be handled by
these basic elements is that of the
transient phenomena in electric-
power transmission systems. The
distributed constants of the original
system are represented by lumped
constants in the analogy, connected
to give the same operating character-
istics as the actual power system.
In effect the phenomena for these
cases in the analog circuit are dupli-
cates • in miniature of those of the
actual system.
A typical problem, for example, in
which considerable refinement has
been made recently with the Anacom
is that of determining the transient
overvoltages that occur upon de-
energizing a transmission line. In
connection with this problem it was
desired to determine the effect of
corona on the reduction of these
transient voltages. Briefly, when the
voltage on a line rises, current is
discharged to the space surrounding
the wire after the critical disruptive
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voltage is reached. This corona dis-
charge ceases near the crest voltage.
When this point is reached there is
no further corona current until the
voltage swings to twice the critical
disruptive value in the negative
direction. This discharge of current
in the air around the wire produces
a space charge about the wire, ef-
fectively increasing its radius to the
point where air is no longer stressed
above breakdown. The recently de-
vised circuit component to represent
corona is shown in Fig. 1. The bias
battery is set at the critical dis-
ruptive voltage on the computer
voltage base. Thus no current exists
in the part of the circuit that repre-
sents corona until this valve of volt-
age is reached. Small rectifiers,
usually crystal diodes, are connected
in series with the batteries, blocking
current until the potential of the
wire exceeds either one or the other
of the battery potentials, in the posi-
tive or negative direction respective-
ly. The resistors change the wave
shape to fit the desired corona pat-
tern.
Also, the effect of transformer
saturation can now be simulated
easily. This is done by setting up an
equivalent circuit for the transformer
that has its magnetizing branch rep-
resented by a nonlinear element that
varies as a function of applied volt-
age. In many cases it is sufficiently
accurate to represent the saturation
curve by two straight lines intersect-
ing at the knee of the curve. In
such cases the analogy becomes quite
simple. These auxiliary analogies
such as for corona and saturation
are plugged into the Anacom at the
proper points to simulate their
counterparts in the actual system
under study.
An increasing number of problems
are arising in which the basic linear-
resistor computer elements are not
applicable. For example in the field
of gas transmission and distribution,
analogous circuits can be set up
on the Anacom with voltage cor-
responding to gas pressure, current
to gas flow (volume per unit time)
and charge to the total flow (total
volume) . But the problem is com-
plicated because flow is not directly
proportional to pressure, whereas in
an electric circuit the current
through a resistor is directly pro-
portional to the applied voltage.
Thus, to simulate the flow of gas,
nonlinear resistors must be used to
represent actual operating conditions.
Resistors are needed that will pro-
duce an exponential relationship
between the applied voltage and cur-
rent. A practical means for securing
such a characteristic while using
linear elements has been devised and
is shown in Fig. 3. The voltage E„
across resistor Go is adjusted to zero
for zero current through the element.
Then as the current increases, the
bias battery E, cuts out G, when the
voltage reaches EI since the diode
rectifier prevents reversal of current
through GI. Similarly, G, and G3
are cut out when the voltage rises
to E2 and E3. This gives a curve of
current versus voltage as shown. By
adjusting the voltages E1 E2, and E3
the cutout points are controlled and
by adjustment of the resistors the
slope of the curve can be controlled.
Thus, by a series of straight line
sections a smooth curve can be simu-
lated. For example, a square law
curve can be approximated by 2 line
sections to within 5 (/(. , to within
2',4 by 3 sections, and to within 1%
by 5 line sections. Actually a panel
of 20 line segment units is usually
used with potentiometers on the bias
batteries. By a switching arrange-
ment the resistance of the unit can be
made to increase or decrease with
voltage giving the curve either a de-
creasing slope, as in the one illus-
trated in Fig. 3a, or an increasing
slope.
In contrast to the power-system
analogies is the large field of prob-
lems that occur from the mathe-
matical equations for the behavior
of physical systems. Here the Ana-
corn provides solutions to these equa-
tions regardless of their origin. It
is often helpful, however, to know the
Concluded on page 22
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Asphalt subsealing consists of
pumping high-viscosity asphalt at
high temperatures under concrete
pavements for the purpose of filling
voids and cavities and placing a
watertight seal over the subgrade.
With this method the pavement is
again supported uniformily.
This is a relatively new method
and has been used on stations of the
Air Training Command during the
past five years and is an efficient
method for the correction of rocking
slabs, pumping joints and settlement.
The need for any type of subseal-
ing under rigid pavements is caused
by failure of the foundation to sup-
port the pavement uniformly at all
points. When a rigid pavement is
of good structural design and not
loaded in excess of its rated corn-
pressability, failure is caused by non-
uniform support in the foundations.
This non-uniformity may be caused
by various reasons:
1. Fractures occur where the sub-
base was not compacted uniformily
during construction.
2. Leakage of surface water
through the joints into a silty or
clay subgrade causes swelling of the
base which comes up through the
joints and therefore leaves voids.
3. Pumping occurs at joint inter-
sections on pavements without load
transferring devices.
4. Subgrade settlement causes slab
fractures and depressions.
Methods have been used for a
number of years to try to fill these
voids but have failed either because
of the method or the material used.
Mud is used in one of these methods,
but pumping recurs as soon as the
Page 10
Filling operation (note device to indicate
movement in pavement).
subbase gets wet. Other methods
used are cement-mud or cement-
grout. Other slab distresses usually
occur when these methods are em-
ployed because the solids in suspen-
sion start to settle to the bottom
of the container, causing irregular
distributions of the solids and cre-
ating new voids.
The highway departments of Ohio
and Texas experimented with asphalt
as a filler in an attempt to overcome
the deficiencies of mud and cement
slurries. Asphalts of low penetra-
tion and high melting point were
heated in large kettles on the job
and pumped under the pavement. The
method was successful, but progress
was slow and the price of the work
was out of reason, costing as much as
seventy to eighty cents a gallon. The
first asphalt subsealing work was
4dritali
By Robert
done on airfield pavements in this
manner at Brooks Field, San Antonio,
Texas, in 1944.
Several efforts to speed up the
work were made. Using several
melting kettles at one time was tried,
but this was clumsy so it was decided
to try a hot mix from the refinery.
An insulated railroad tank car was
loaded at 450°F at the refinery and
rushed to the job. This was very
successful because the cars can be
loaded at 450-500°F and shipped as
far as eight hundred miles. A loss
of approximately one degree of heat
per hour is encountered in shipping,
but circulation of the asphalt
through a heater immediately after
delivery raises the temperature again
to over 400°F. Costs were immedi-
ately lowered from sixty to eighty
cents per gallon to ten or fifteen
cents per gallon, depending upon the
size of the job.
Like mud and the cement mixes,
asphalt is also a mixture but there
is no tendency for any of the in-
gredients to settle out and the per-
centage of shrinkage on cooling is
negligible. The low viscosity of the
hot material causes it to penetrate
small openings and fill all the cavities
and voids. This gives the concrete
slab a uniform supporting foundation.
The slabs that have been depressed
are raised or "jacked" up again to
the same elevation as they were
originally. Not only are the cavities
filled and uniform pavement bearing
re-established, but moisture is driven
out through forward holes and
cracks, thereby drying the subgrade.
In the actual construction methods
used on the job, very rigid specifica-
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tions are followed and a special pro-
vision in the contract is drawn up.
Holes of about one and one-half
inches in diameter are drilled in the
concrete slabs on the centerline of the
slab to be undersealed. The holes
are usually placed about thirty to
thirty-six inches from the joints or
cracks. Before the pumping opera-
tion starts, all of the joints and cracks
in the pavement are filled with a
special asphalt filler. Just prior to
pumping, the surface of the pave-
ment is sprinkled with water to
prevent the asphalt material from
sticking to it.
After the pavement has been pre-
pared, the asphalt is pumped under
the pavement by a self-propelled
pressure distributor. The nozzle is
inserted into the hole and driven to
a snug fit. Pumping of the asphalt
is continued until the undersealing
is complete or until the concrete
pavement has been raised to the
grade of the adjacent pavement.
When the nozzle is removed, a
wooden plug is driven into the hole
until the asphalt has hardened. The
plug is then removed and a bitumin-
ous coating is placed into the hole
and made flush with the pavement.
Distressed pavements that were
treated in this manner three and
one-half years ago are still carrying
normal loads, even though they were
so bad that replacement was being
considered. In addition to work with
existing concrete pavements, a
method has also been devised in
which new pavements can be built
with expectations of lasting for a
number of years.
Cracking of pavement at joints.
Experiments are being made to see
if it is practical to lay a subbase of
asphalt under concrete roads to cor-
rect some of the difficulties encoun-
tered with a poor subgrade. One of
these tests was carried on at Colum-
bus Air Force Base, Mississippi. A
track one-fourth of a mile in length
was laid out in the shape of an oval.
Half of the track was left untreated
and the other half was subsealed
before the concrete was put down.
A test vehicle having a gross load
of thirty thousand pounds was placed
in operation traveling a fixed traffic
lane at ten miles per hour, sixteen
hours a day, seven days a week. The
load was increased until a maximum
of sixty-thousand pounds was being
carried by the pavement.
Over fifteen thousand cycles were
made by this vehicle and the test was
concluded because some of the slabs
in the untreated portion were not
capable of carrying further traffic.
Actual weather conditions were
simulated by wetting the pavement
with street washers and fire hoses.
The test area was surveyed each day
with fractures recorded along with
a record of vertical deflections c:used
by the passing wheel loads. At the
end of the test nearly all of the slabs
in the subsealed portion were still
fit for travel.
The following conclusions were
. drawn from this test: (1) Initial
distress in the form of subgrade
pumping occurred almost invariably
along the construction joints. (2)
Tongue-and-groove keys in construc-
tion joints did not function properly
as a load transfer device after the
first general expansion and contrac-
tion cycle of the pavement.
Bituminous subsealing, applied as
preventive maintenance before major
distress in the form of excessive frac-
turing has developed, fills voids or
cavities that have come into existence
through traffic consolidation of the
subgrade or from other causes,
thereby re-establishing uniform sup-
port of the slabs at all points.
Since the asphalt used in this work
is a semi-solid and therefore not sub-
ject to rapid displacement, the entire
pavement structure is made more
uniformly sound than when originally
constructed because weak areas in
the subgrade have been consolidated
to a greater density. Further bene-
fits are derived from the watertight
asphalt member that is placed be-
tween the concrete slab and the sub-
grade.
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Engineers' Day
On Saturday, April 5th, Rose pre-
sented an Engineers' Day Program
with the objective of acquainting in-
terested high school students with
engineering, in general, and Rose,
in particular.
First on the day's docket was a
short assembly held in the audi-
torium. Addresses were presented
by Dr. Wilkinson, Coach Phil Brown,
Allen Forsaith and Glen Rout. After
the assembly, a tour of the building
was conducted by members of Blue
Key.
Each department sponsored several
displays of industrial equipment as
well as a sprinkling of novelty de-
vices designed to amuse and mystify
the visitors. The Mathematics De-
partment showed equations related to
engineering mathematics and ex-
hibited several interesting geometri-
cal figures. The Drawing Depart-
ment posted numerous drawings,
blueprints and sketches to give the
visitors an idea of the detailed plans
needed to carry through an engineer-
ing project. The Physics Department
demonstrated a Geiger counter, a
model Wilson cloud chamber, and a
e.t.a
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high-frequency monitor apparatus.
The Civil Engineering Department
displayed its testing machines and
various other devices, including a
disappearing coin trick and a plate
hovering in a magnetic field. The
Mechanical Department showed its
engines and mystified the visitors
with a magic faucet which apparently
produced a stream of water from the
air. The model pulse-type jet engine
in the M.E. Lab could be heard all
over the building.. The Chemical
Department displayed its store of
chemical processing equipment and
furnished the visitors with samples of
the vinyl chloride plastic being pro-
duced in the lab. The Military De-
partment exhibited bridge models
and various types of weapons used
by the Army Engineers, and the
Machine Shop showed its array of
lathes and other industrial machines.
The visitors ate lunch at Deming
Hall and afterwards were free either
to inspect the building and grounds
more closely or to attend the Rose-
Franklin track meet, held in the
field house. The Fighting Engineers
provided a fitting climax to the day
by defeating the Franklin Grizzlies in
the meet.
Engineers' Day visitors saw a Geiger counter..
Professor Bankoff Receives
Doctor's Degree
At the January commencement
program of Purdue University, S.
George Bankoff, Assistant Professor
of Chemical Engineering at Rose, re-
ceived his Ph. D. degree in Chemical
Engineering. Dr. Bankoff achieved
his doctorate with a thesis on the
emulsion polymerization of vinyl
chloride. Rose extends its con-
gratulations to Dr. Bankoff for a job
well done.
R. 0. T. C. Tours Louisville and
Fort Knox
At 6:30 on the morning of March
27, Lt. Col. H. F. Brook and twenty-
seven cadets boarded a bus on loan
from the Indiana Military Police for
a two-day excursion to the Blue
Grass State. A rest stop in Bloom-
ington just about school time almost
resulted in several freshmen going
AWOL, but finally all re-boarded
the bus and the trip was continued
with singing led by Glee Club hope-
fuls.
After riding around the Jefferson-
ville Quartermaster Depot, the party
and received sheet plastic fresh from the mill.
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Siert
k Fare11, soph., ch.e., Jesse W. Foreman, soph., ch.e.
arrived at the quarterboat on the
Ohio River which was "home" during
the visit. The reception committee
consisted of District Engineer Lt. Col.
C. Bidgood, his Executive Officer Lt.
Col. H. C. Schrader, Assistant "Exec"
Capt. Anderson, and a Louisville
Times photographer.
The landlubbers soon discovered
that a quarterboat is not half of a
half-ponton. Rather, this vessel
(which looks like a box mounted on
a barge) is used for housing and
feeding crews engaged in dredging
and other maintenance operations on
the Ohio. "And feeding" is also ap-
plicable to the cadets, who were
treated to three magnificent meals
on the boat—meals which were de-
licious even when compared with
home cooking.
Afternoon activities commenced
with a visit to the Louisville En-
gineer District Office Building fol-
lowed by a bus tour of newly con-
structed flood walls and levees, stop-
ping to inspect a pumping station
still under construction. The tour
then turned to the locks (which were
completely submerged by high
water) and the Louisville Repair Sta-
tion, where maintenance is per-
formed on dam wickets, weirs, and
Army floating equipment. The after-
noon was climaxed with the return
trip to the quarterboat by water,
some going in a 33-foot power boat
and some on a tug.
The aromas of breakfast made it
easy to answer first call at 6:30 the
following morning in preparation for
the trip to Fort Knox. Highlights
of Fort Knox, home of the Third
Armored Division, included a tour
through a garage where new vehicles
are tested for ease of maintenance,
inspection of a new type of perma-
nent barracks in the early stages of
construction, and a visit to Patton
Museum to see historical tanks and
guns.
After lunch at an officers' mess and
a long-distance glance at the gold
vault, the cadets started the return
trip to Rose with a new apprecia-
tion of the civil works and military
construction of the Corps of En-
gineers and with many thanks for
the hospitality of the Louisville Dis-
trict Office.
The Louisville Engineer District office ...
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"Surprise, Surprise!"
Shortly before the start of the Rose
Relays, Phil was fuming. To quote
him, "I was sick at my stomach." It
wasn't something he "et" either. The
wind, which had become quite brisk
on the morning of the relays, had
toppled the trophy table, scattering
bits of broken metal in a manner
which would make anyone sick.
Before the meet got under way, how-
ever, the broken parts were replaced
with new ones and "the show went
on.,,
According to the Tribune, "Rose
Poly's Engineers, not rated among
the favorites, showed surprising
power in taking third honors with
41/4 points." Hanover placed first
and Earlham second with point totals
of 681/2 and 651/4, respectively. The
other schools competing, listed in the
order in which they placed, were
Indiana Central (the defending
champion) , Franklin, Principia, Tay-
lor, McKendree, Manchester and
Adrian.
Two new meet records were set.
Concluded on page 24
and "Mae Wests" passed cadet inspection.
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Surfagage
The Surfagage is an instrument
which can detect scratches as small
as one millionth of an inch.
The new precision device, designed
to aid manufacture of both defense
and civilian products, can be used
in machine shops and factories to in-
sure accuracy of highly finished sur-
faces of machined parts.
Although it is sensitive to surface
variations as small as a millionth part
of an inch, the Surfagage is a simple,
rugged, portable instrument that can
be plugged into an electrical outlet
anywhere in a shop or factory. It
records the degree of surface rough-
ness of a machined part, such as an
automotive piston, gear tooth, trans-
mission clutch facing, crankshaft,
cylinder lining or any other part with
a machined, ground, honed or lapped
surface.
Base of the Surfagage measures
only 8 to 10 inches and it stands only
8 inches high.
Surfagage.
ReAzaiwit aaci
Edited by Fritz Wheeler, jr., e.e., John Rinker
In engineering practice the surface
"roughness" of precision parts, vir-
tually invisible to the eye and some-
times absolutely smooth to human
touch, must be controlled. Con-
trolling the mating surfaces is im-
portant both for wear characteristics
and proper lubrication of machined
parts wherever rubbing contacts
occur.
Thus, engineers have established a
series of so-called roughness values
for surface finishes which are speci-
fied on blueprints and drawings. In
effect, the Surfagage monitors these
values. It works this way:
If a shop man wants to determine
whether his machine tool is pro-
ducing a surface of a specified rough-
ness value on a certain part, he mere-
ly moves a pickup with a diamond
stylus over the surface of the part.
The stylus is fitted to the electronic
pickup in a case about the size of the
cap of an average fountain pen.
The Surfagage has a high sensi-
tivity transducer, a device that trans-
forms motion into electrical voltage.
When the diamond stylus moves over
the "peaks and valleys" of a machined
surface, the microscopic up-and-
down motion is transformed into
electrical signals which are recorded
on a meter.
By glancing at the reading on the
meter, the shop man can tell in-
stantly whether the roughness valve
checks with the specification of the
part he is machining.
Irregularities on precision parts in
production are measured in micro-
inches or millionths of an inch. Such
scratches are so small that if a pocket
mirror with a roughness of one micro-
inch was enlarged until it was ten
miles wide, the height of the irregu-
larities on its surface would be less
than one inch.
Before the advent of the Surfa-
gage, most surface roughness meas-
uring devices were relegated to the
laboratory because of the delicate
job they performed. The new in-
strument makes surface roughness
measurement a simple factory or
machine shop operation.
Its importance lies in the fact that
it eases the problem of surface finish
standardization. In modern produc-
tion various parts are made in dif-
ferent shops and factories. When
parts are assembled for close toler-
ance fits in an engine or some other
precision mechanism, surface rough-
ness of each part must be satisfac-
tory for its use.
The Surfagage makes possible an
accurate check of the roughness value
in the factory or shop where the par-
ticular parts are manufactured or in
the assembly plant where they are
put together.
Germanium Crystals
One of the world's few setups for
producing single-crystal germanium
is on public view in New York at the
Institute of Radio Engineers' exhibit
at Grand Central Palace. Refine-
ment of this rare element, which is of
prime necessity in making transistors
for the radio, television and elec-
tronic industries, proceeds with pro-
fessional efficiency through the use
of a small electric furnace, set up by
chemical engineers.
The germanium furnace, part of a
display showing research into elec-
tronically active solids, transforms
the germanium into the desired
single-crystal form. A quantity of
the processed germanium about the
size of a pinhead is sufficient to make
a transistor, a tiny new device having
the capabilities of certain electron
tubes and holding promise of open-
ing many new fields of electronic de-
velopment.
To obtain the type of germanium
crystals needed for transistors, en-
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r., ch.e., and Jack Vrydagh, jr. m.e.
gineers "draw"—instead of cast—a
thin, pencil ingot from a crucible
of molten germanium. This action
takes place inside of a quartz tube.
New Pump, Valve and
Port Assembly
A compact new high-vacuum con-
version pumping unit of large capaci-
ty for use with conventional rotary
exhaust machines in the electronic
tube manufacturing industry has
been developed recently.
The new unit—is designed speci-
fically to evacuate standard electron
tubes. However, it can also be used
to pump other relatively small vol-
ume containers such as hermetically
sealed relays, vials, instrument con-
trol elements, and vacuum conden-
sers. For evacuating larger volume
vessels or when back-filling opera-
tions are desired, a modification of
the new unit will permit small sole-
noid valves to be incorporated. This
permits the inclusion of a "roughing"
stage in the cycle, practically elimi-
nates pump oil deterioration and loss,
and provides a simple means for in-
troducing measured amounts of gases
into the evacuated vessel.
Since the new pump, valve and
port assembly has a high forepres-
sure tolerance of 400 microns, this
eliminates the need for major conver-
sion changes in installations of this
new equipment. The pump will
operate through most standard sweep
and sliding valve combinations.
The pump operates at a pumping
speed of 10 liters/sec. between 0.1
and 10.0 microns Hg. It also offers
ultimate vacuum of 5 x 10-5 mm-
Hg which provides a wide per-
formance range for overall flexibility
of application.
The jet assembly on the new pump
is of special design and may be easily
disassembled for cleaning by turn-
ing a simple thumb nut. This re-
duces cleaning problems to a mini-
mum since the jet can be removed
and then the individual pieces will
come apart without time-consuming
handling.
The need for air or electrically
operated valves to control the evacua-
tion cycle through the "tube loading"
and "pumping" stages is eliminated
with this new equipment by the
simple positive action of the mechani-
cally operated valve assembly which
is specifically designed for small
vessel application.
Pictorial Computer for Airplanes
The pictorial computer with head-
ing, automatic chart selection and
automatic receiver tuning, is de-
signed to display visually and con-
tinuously aircraft heading and posi-
tion over the ground with respect
to a pre-selected known point. The
display unit is designed to be
mounted in the instrument panel of
an aircraft, and to be clearly visible
to both pilot and co-pilot under all
operating conditions. The charts
against which position and heading
are shown in the display unit are
self-contained, and are quickly
selectable by means of a slewing
control on the front of the unit. The
equipment is composed of two prin-
cipal units: the display unit; and the
amplifier unit, containing all relays,
special power sources and amplifiers.
The amplifier unit is intended to be
mounted in the radio rack of an air-
craft and is of a standard outline
size.
Aircraft heading and position are
shown against a chart of the area.
The chart is part of a 35 mm film
roll in the display unit, and is pro-
jected at 10x onto a 10 inch diameter,
see-through type screen. At the cen-
ter of the chart is an omni-bearing
distPnce (OBD) station, which is the
fixed geographical point from which
the Arma pictorial computer and as-
sociated equipment calculate range
and bearing for position indication.
Aircraft position is indicated on the
chart as the center of a reticle of
concentric range circles and radiat-
ing bearing lines. Aircraft heading
is indicated on the chart by a series
of arrows passing through the aircraft
position and, in addition, by a sym-
bolic aircraft outline. Heading may
be read to one degree against com-
pass roses superimposed on several
range circles. Any point on the chart
may be headed for simply by turning
the aircraft until the heading indi-
cator points toward and falls over
the chosen spot. Then except for
the crab angle necessary to com-
pensate for wind set and drift, the
aircraft will, in due course, pass over
the required point. Setting up the
crab angle is easy to do, since it is
necessary only to swing the aircraft
into the wind in increments until the
required point on the chart is held
at a constant bearing. Bearing lines
are conveniently spaced so that small
changes in bearing may be detected
quickly.
Concluded on page 28
Pump, Valve, and Port Assembly
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Bob Miller, soph., e.e., Dick Myhre, jr., m.e.,
Jack Freely, soph., c.e., Erv Ulbrich, soph., e.e.
Alpha Tau Omega
Ah, spring! It's that time of year
again and the thoughts of all young
blades of A.T.O. are turning. . . With
commencement just around the
corner, Gamma Gamma bids farewell
to a swell bunch of seniors. Those
scheduled to receive their sheep-
skins are Joe Perona, Jim Myers,
Bob Johnson, Clyde Willian, Stan
Updike, Dick Englum, Ron Brunner,
Larry Leonard, and David Leeds.
The approach of summer brought
election of new officers. At the
regular meeting held on April 7, the
following men were elected to head
the chapter next year—Chris Flesor,
president; Alan Klaus, chaplain; Al
Bosley, treasurer; Rex Hauser,
scribe; Chuck Rinker, keeper of the
annals; Harry Harris, sentinel; and
Jim Matthews, usher.
Formal initiation was held Sunday,
April 10, bringing Herb Gatewood
and Leo Webb into the fold.
At a short meeting held after the
initiation, Al Bosley and Jim Mat-
thews were elected to represent the
chapter at the National Congress to
be held June 25-28 at Swampscott,
Massachusetts.
Returning to the effects of spring,
Fritz Wheeler and Miss Marjorie
Hammond of Terre Haute (an
I.S.T.C. Lambda Delta Phi) have set
June 8—one day after finals are
over!—as their wedding date. Latest
news in the way of pinnings: Jim
Myers has announced that Miss Mary
Dennis, a senior Kappa at Indiana
State, is the recipient of his pin;
Clyde Willian has pinned Miss Patti
Strong, a junior Gamma at I.S.T.C.
Theta Xi
The first month of Spring has found
a newly awakened chapter at 1701
Chestnut St. Brothers have been
observed listening to singing birds
and watching jonquils and daffodils
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as they burst into bloom. Brother
Reinking's tailor (Louie the Fence)
has supplied him with all the finery
that any railroad could offer. A new
bounce has been noticed in Brother
Schwartz. Spring is here.
Kappa chapter's first celebration
was the annual Bowery Ball. The
combo really had the joint jumping.
In the morning, the stairs were all
found several feet from the house,
mute testimony to the good time had
as the joint jumped. Rumor has it
that Brother Zorman and Brother
Hailstone are naming their new dance
act "Hoofers Unlimited."
The Junior Prom was well attended
by T. X.'s and the house party after-
ward was a most successful one.
though no stairs moved at this party.
All the guests were sure that after
the Prom, Spring really started.
Over twenty members of Kappa
chapter attended the Louisville
Alumni Club's Founders' Day Cele-
bration on April 26 and 27.
Dinner table news and reciprocal
trade agreements have bogged down
because of the number of brothers
participating in spring sports.
Sigma Nu
A recent meeting completed the
annual exchange of responsibility as
former eminent commander, Robert
Harrison, conducted the installation
of new officers. Those elected to
office were: Robert Ray, eminent
commander; Richard Green, lieuten-
ant commander; Richard Grubaugh,
recorder; Kenneth Brinson, treas-
urer; Owen Meharg, assistant treas-
urer; Gurdon Huntington, alumni
contact officer; Robert Dedert, re-
porter; Maurice Jones, chaplain;
Neal Gochenour, marshal; and
Howard Davis, reelected for a second
term as sentinel.
The chapter wishes to give ac-
knowledgement to Robert Harrison
and other officers that are bowing
out of duty for their splendid leader-
ship which made all activities, both
social and academic, a success. Best
of luck to their successors.
Recently state day was held with
Beta Eta chapter of Indiana Uni-
versity as hosts to an assemblage of
representatives from Purdue, Butler,
DePauw, and Rose Poly. Beta Up-
silon's representatives consisted of
Ray, Huntington, Cross, Brinson, and
chapter advisor, Mr. Bennett.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulations to Jim McCul-
lough who was pledged by Theta
Kappa a few weeks ago.
The chapter recently installed
new officers for the coming year.
Elected were Bill Chambers, presi-
dent; Ron Smith, vice-president;
Jack Freely, secretary; Bill Fore-
man, treasurer; Skip Zopf, social
chairman; Glen Rout, rush chair-
man and Bill Weaver, ritualist.
During the month Mac Fehsenfeld
pinned Miss Nancy Gore of Evans-
ville and rumor by way of the gos-
sip line has it that he has a ring.
Carl Bals, under strict orders from
his better half, Mary Cale, moved
out of the house to set up house-
keeping for the prospective family.
Bob Failing will put away his books
to marry Miss Marlene Schreiner on
June 14. Just think of the fun he'll
have darning socks and washing . . .
Snuffy Bailey is still cracking the
whip and Ralph Bennett is still under
the magic spell so it is understood
that the contract will go through
sometime next fall.
The sudden presence of singing
birds, blooming flowers, and exotic
nights was too much for Tom Nor-
man who announced his uncondition-
al surrender on July 6 to Miss
Dolores Voges of Terre Haute.
Tom Reifenberg will finally settle
down when he marries Marg Korb
sometime in August.
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Until Bell Laboratories scientists design an electric mouth that can
pucker, the human model is here to stay. But we have built a machine that
can imitate human vocal characteristics — from the slate-pencil squeal of a
girls' cheering section to the basso rumble in a men's dining hall.
Sound being a basic raw material of the Bell System, we have pioneered
in the science of speech. Measuring the properties of your voice leads to
better and cheaper ways to transmit it.
Keeping the world's best telephone system growing for our country is a
big and challenging job. There are opportunities for college men with the
right qualifications not only with Bell's corps of research scientists, but also
in engineering, operations, and administration, with the Bell Telephone
Companies and Western Electric, the System's manufacturing and supply unit.
Your campus placement office will be glad to give you more information.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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By William Scharpenberg, fresh.
'23 Mr. Harold H. Johnson, Ch. E.,
received the award for the best
written and most informative paper to
have been published in 1951 issues of
Steel Foundry Facts. Mr. Johnson,
who is chief metallurgist for National
Malleable and Steels Castings Com-
pany, wrote his paper on "Statistical
Quality Control at Work in the
Foundry." This paper appeared in
the May 1951 issue of Steel Foundry
Facts.
Oct. '43 Mr. Robert 0. Wright,
Ch. E., is now Assistant
Director of Labor Relations for
Northern and Central California
Chapters of Associated General Con-
tractors.
Dec. '45 Pfc. Joseph B. Durra,
Ch. E., assigned to the
Chemical Col-Fs, Chemical and Radio-
logical Laboratories, Army Chemical
Center, Maryland, has produced and
directed an all-soldier musical,
"Semper Privatus," at the Army
Chemical Center, Maryland.
"Semper Privatus," a Latin trans-
lation for "Always a Private," has
received great acclaim on the post
ar d has been invited to play in near-
by Baltimore, Maryland.
Before his induction into the
army, Mr. Durra was general man-
ager and part owner of a plastic
fabricating factory in Memphis Ten-
nessee, and made his home in
Memphis.
Marshall W. Roesch,
E.E., and Mrs. Roesch,
the former Miss Marjorie Kenny, of
Mar. '47
• For many years K&E has pioneered in the manufacture
and development of finest quality surveying instruments.
K&E surveying instruments are renowned all over the world
for their superb performance under conditions of all kinds,
for their magnificent workmanship and for special features
that come of progressive ingenuity.
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
Drafting,
Reproduction and
Surveying Equipment
and Materials,
Slide Rules,
Measuring Tapes.
Detroit proudly announced the birth
of a daughter, Marsha Cecile, on
March 28, 1952. After serving as
an instructor in Rose's Electrical En-
gineering Department in 1947 and
1948, Mr. Roesch joined the Detroit
Edison Company where he is now
Associate Engineer in the Planning
Division of the Company's Engineer-
ing Department. He has also taught
night classes in electrical engineering
subjects at the University of Detroit
and Wayne University.
Oct. '48 Mr. Jack McCrory, Ch. E.,
has accepted a position
with General Portland Cement Com-
pany of Dallas, Texas.
Aug. '50 Messrs. Harold E. Shel-
ley, M. E., Allen D.
Crane, ME., and William E. Slagley,
M. E., have taken over the metal
plating business of George Timko
under the name of Wabash Metals
Corporation. The incorporators of
the new firm will take over opera-
tion of the plant in Brazil and ulti-
mately plan to move the enterprise
to Terre Haute.
Experience
is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
Book Store
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Clearing the track of clickety-clack
You can ride in comfort on longer-lasting rails because the song of the track is being stilled
Like the paddleboat whistle on the river, the clickety-clack
of wheels on rails is on its way to becoming a memory.
This familiar clatter and chatter has been like music to
some of us when we travel. But it's been a headache to
others ... particularly our railroads.
Wheels pounding on rail joints cause jolting and wear as
well as noise. And wear means expensive repair or replace-
ment of rails and the bars that connect them.
ELIMINATING RAIL JOINTS—"Ribbonrail" is becom-
ing important news because it provides a way to solve the
high cost of joint maintenance by eliminating the joints
themselves.
RAILS BY THE MILE—"Ribbonrail" is formed by weld-
ing the rails together under pressure in the controlled heat
of oxy-acetylene flames. The welding is done on the job be-
fore the rails are laid . .. and they become continuous rib-
bons of steel up to a mile or more in length.
Mile-long lengths of rail in use may seem impossible be-
cause of expansion and contraction under extreme changes
in weather and temperature. "Ribbonrail" engineering has
solved this problem ... reduced rail maintenance cost, and
created the comfort of a smoother, quieter ride.
A UCC DEVELOPMENT—"Ribbonrail" is a development
of the people of Union Carbide. It is another in the long
list of achievements they have made during 40 years of
service to the railroads of America.
STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS
Learn more about the many fields in which Union
Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for the
free illustrated booklet "Products and Processes"
which describes the various activities of UCC in the
fields of ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and
PLASTICS. Ask for booklet B-t.
UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
SO EAST SEND STREET Mg1 NEW YORE 17, N. T.
 UCCs Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include 
PREST-O-LITE Acetylene • LINDE Oxygen • PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes • BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
NATIONAL Carbons • ACHESON Electrodes • PYROFAX Gas • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries
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Ushered into a new world,
I had a bustling, brawling, bruising youth.
I was a potential giant awakening in a world of giants.
People were hurt when I first stirred in life;
Then I grew and learned;
Then I matured and knew that
Though I work with water and metal and chemicals and fire,
I am more than these things.
I am the people's work!
I am the people's dream!
/ am the people!
With maturity, I have grown, too. in social responsibility
To the people,
To America!
And even to those beyond our shores.
My efforts are not in selfish interest;
Rather, all my brain and brawn strives for the good of the many.
lam the American way!
Now, I have sworn that these things shall be:
I shall deliver ever-better products to those who use my fruits!
I shall offer equal opportunity to those who work at my side
Whatever their race!
Whatever their creed!
Whatever their color!
Whatever their national origin!
I shall forever do my part to keep America great!
And why?
Because only in this way can I remain a healthy force in our free world.
For when I am healthy, America prospers
And tyrants tremble before my might.
I am America's life-blood!
I am America's strength!
I am the bulwark of
the World's freedom!
Can nAk. 1952 G 14 ERAL CABLE CORPORATION
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Super-powered receivers, built on principles
developed at the David Samoff Research Center
of RCA, bring clearer television pictures to more homes.
New Super Sets
widen television's horizons!
Although no new TV stations have
been built since 1950, television's
reach has been extended in two ways.
In sections of cities where interfer-
ence is a problem, fine pictures can
now be seen The same is true in rural,
or TV "fringe" areas, formerly too
distant for clear reception.
RCA engineers and scientists, to offset
these limitations, developed powerful
new Super Sets. In distant fringe areas,
these sets boost a weak or faltering signal
into a clear, steady picture. While in
cities, where buildings and electrical
devices may interfere, this same super
power—plus television's first double-
shielded tuner —bring in TV at its best.
The result is stronger pictures in the
country and in problem areas, and better
pictures than ever before in areas of nor-
mal television reception.
The new RCA Victor "Picture Power" Super
Sets are examples of research and engineering
at work for your benefit. This pioneering means
finer performance from all products and serv-
ices of RCA and RCA Victor.
• *
See the latest in radio, television, and electronics in
action at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St.,
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica, RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY —AT RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
World leader in radio— first in television
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original system defined by the equa-
tions in order to solve the problem.
The computer must be able to per-
form the basic operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division,
differentiation, and integration. How-
ever, in most problems a direct
analogy approach can be used. That
is, the computer elements or groups
of elements correspond to distinct
physical elements in the original sys-
tem. For example, an inductor can
be used to represent the polar mo-
ment of inertia of a turbine genera-
tor, or a series resistor and shunt
capacitor in combination can be used
to represent the time delay effects
in a regulator system.
In the most simple form, addition
can be accomplished by passing a
current through series-connected re-
sistors. The voltage drop across the
combination is the sum of the drops
across the individual resistors. Sub-
traction can be performed similarly
by differentially connecting the re-
sistors. Integration can be done by
passing a current into a capacitor,
since the voltage across a capacitor
is the integral of the current into
the capacitor. Similarly, the voltage
across an inductor is equal to the
derivative of the current through the
inductor, providing a means of dif-
ferentiation. In many problems, how-
ever, it has been found necessary
or convenient to use special feedback
amplifiers to perform addition, sub-
traction, integration, and differentia-
tion. The name "Sigma amplifiers"
has been applied to these devices.
These amplifiers are one of the major
developments in the analog-computer
art.
One of the most recent develop-
ments in forcing-function generators
is the photoelectric wave-form gen-
erator. This device has been adapted
for use with the Anacom as an arbi-
trary function generator. In many
problems it is necessary to simulate
initial conditions that are made up
of complex wave shapes, and conse-
quently a device that can generate
any arbitrary wave shape is needed.
The essential elements of this "photo-
former" are shown in Fig. 2. As the
beam of the tube moves across the
face, a phototube and servo-circuit
force it to follow the edge of the
template representing the wave of
the function. This device is also
used in analogies as a nonlinear ele-
ment where nonlinear resistors are
not desirable.
Many new and interesting prob-
lems have been solved recently, many
of which were very complex and in-
volved nonlinear elements for their
solution.
One such problem involved lubri-
cation of modern highspeed diesel
engines. The problem was to de-
termine the quantity and pressure
of the oil at various points in the
lubricating system. This was com-
plicated by the fact that under oper-
ating conditions the oil-line frictional
coefficients are not constant, requir-
ing the use of nonlinear resistors
to simulate the system. The action
of the oil pump is analogous to a
battery pushing a current through
nonlinear resistors; however, super-
imposed on this are the simple har-
monic forces, caused by the recipro-
cating motion of the pistons, acting
on the oil as it flows out through the
crankshaft and up through the con-
necting rods. This is analagous to a
sinusoidal voltage superimposed on
the battery voltage. Solutions were
obtained by reading voltage and cur-
rent corresponding to pressure and
flow at the points of interest. This
type of problem could be solved by
longhand methods, but it would be
laborious and time consuming. The
Anacom obtained a great many solu-
tions in about one hundredth of the
manual calculation time.
The Anacorn fills a long-felt need
in applying basic physical principles
to practical engineering problems that
formerly were too complex or time
consuming to permit solution. With
the aid of such devices as the Ana-
coin, engineers are freed of the
drudgery of calculation and thus al-
lowed more time for creative think-
ing.
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Crucible special purpose steel
for type character application
The development of cold rolled special shape type steel is one
of Crucible's important contributions to the business machine
industry. A major part of the type characters used for the manu-
facture of typewriters are made from this special shape.
Here's the step-by-step process:
1. Cold rolled spe- 2. The type slug
cial shape pro- cut from the sped-
ducedby Crucible. al shape material.FE=
3. The wings of
the type slug are
bent down and
taper formed to-
ward the edges.
4. The type char-
acters are cold
swadged on the
solid edge of the
bent type slug.
 ICRUCIBLE
52 3P-421 C/r71—c&
5. The flash trim-
med off after the
swadging opera-
tion.
6. The finished
type ready for
hardening. plat-
ing and soldering
to the type bar.
The production of Crucible steel for this job is the result
of engineering and practical know-how combined with a
tpecial method of manufacture to assure a homogeneous
microstructure for maximum forming properties, excel-
lent surface characteristics for good die life, and close
accuracy control for all dimensions of the shape.
The production of type steel requires the use of small
precision rolling mills equipped with shaped rolls and
operated by skilled workmen. During preliminary and
final inspection, shadowgraph equipment is constantly
used to check for size accuracy.
As a result of its outstanding quality, Crucible's special
shape type steel is constantly in demand and used by
leading typewriter manufacturers.
Shadowgraph Operation:
Since micrometer measurements are im-
practical due to the shape, the shadowgraph , ,,,,/„.
is used to measure shape and size ...mini-
mum and maximum tolerances. The shad-
owgraph is a projection, greatly magnified
...on a calibrated screen...of the sample.
ME WIWIAl rSchematicof shadowgraph
If you have a requirement for special steels—check with
Crucible. Feel free to draw on the experience of our
metallurgists and engineers. Crucible Steel Company of
America, General Sales and Operating Offices, Oliver
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
first name in special purpose steels
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. • Spaulding Works, Harrison, N.J. • Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. • Spring Works, Pi"iburgh, Pa.
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio • Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. • Trent Tube Company, East Trc. Wisconsin
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•Hunter, Gillum & Hunter, Inc.
GENERAL INSURANCE
BONDS
Phone C-1400
16 So. 7th St. Terre Haute
 •
Freitag-Weinhardt
Inc.
917 Eagle St.
PHONE C-2394
PLUMBING -
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
ALLEN I. WETNHARDT
CHARLES J. KANTMANN
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Burns of McKendree tossed the dis-
cus 131 feet 31/4 inches to better the
old mark of 131 feet 11,1., inches held
by J. Fowler of Earlham. Hanover
won the 440-yard shuttle relay in
:46.5 to better Franklin's 1949 time
of :49.6.
For Rose, Harry Badger leaped six
feet in the high jump to finish in a
tie for first place with Williams of
Earlham. Badger also gained a tie
for first in the pole vault and was
fifth in the broad jump. Sam Kowal
grabbed third place in the low
hurdles. In the relays, Rose was
second in the mile, second in the 360-
yard shuttle hurdles, third in the
half-mile, and third in the 440-yard
shuttle hurdles.
The weather for the annual Rose
track pageant was dry and sunny,
quite in contrast to that of the last
two years. A somewhat similar state-
ment might be made concerning the
Rose track team.
Rose Drops Franklin 68-62 in
Indoor Meet
The Rose and White thinly clads
wound up a successful Engineers'
Day program by out-running the
Franklin Grizzlies for a 68 to 62
victory.
Rose Repeats Over Franklin
The Grizzlies suffered their second
setback of the season at the hands
of the Engineers, this time on their
own oval.
Polymen Grab Third Straight
The cinder stompers of Poly Tech
took their third straight meet with a
72 to 59 victory over Principia Col-
lege. This adds up to three wins
against two defeats.
Rose Edges Franklin 7-6
The Fighting Engineers pushed
two runs across the plate in the
tenth inning to down the Grizzlies
in the first ballgame of the season
7 to 6.
Library News
The library has at last filled a
need in its biography collection. We
have obtained an excellent set of
Carl Sandburg's, Abraham Lincoln
in the handsome Sangamon edition.
This work comes in six volumes and
is well worth reading in its entirety.
One can, however, gain much pleas-
ure and benefit from just delving
into spots of this impressive story of
the great American.
We have also been fortunate in
obtaining for the library the fifteen
volume set of the famous, Pageant
of America, published by the Yale
University Press. It was possible
for the library to get this valuable
work through the donation of a fund
which was to be used to purchase a
memorial to the late Oscar Baur.
Our set of the Pageant is certainly
a fitting memorial to this eminent
alumnus of Rose.
The library has struck a veritable
bonanza in those ever popular car-
toon books. For your pleasure we
present these:
Bill Mauldin's Army
Louder and Funnier, by Burr
Shafer, who created the inimitable,
Through History with J. Wesley
Smith.
Bull of the Woods and Out Our
Way, by the well known J. R. Wil-
liams.
The library is now receiving some
periodicals which are new to our
list. We invite you to inspect the
following:
Aero Digest
American Heritage
Americas (Pan American Union)
Concrete
Current Biography
Oil and Gas Journal
Petroleum Processing
Petroleum Refiner
Popular Mechanics
Reporter (Particularly good in its
field)
Special Libraries
Trains and Travel
Wireless World
World Oil
The library is constantly adding
new resources. Come in and look
them over.
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SYou are giving away your
standard of living
FANATICS in Germany, India, even some in America,say we should scatter our billions over the world
in order to use up our surplus; otherwise (they say)
it will dam up on us and cause a depression.
It is entirely possible that we should give away
those billions for humanitarian reasons—that is
another matter. But don't Lt's let greedy foreigners
and stupid Americans say we're doing it for our own
selfish interests. And don't let anyone of us think
we are doing it by"soaking the rich". We are giving
away (and, remember, perhaps we should, so long
as we do it with eyes open) our standard of living.
You and I work, not for dollars but for what those
dollars will buy. The more things there are in
America, the more your day's work and mine will
buy. The more steel there is in America, the more
automobiles you can get at a low price. The more
cloth, the more suits you can own. The more food
there is, the better you and your family will eat.
There can only be so much of those things. When
you ship them away; you do without. You seldom
ship money abroad; money is only a token of
exchange for the things that are going out of this
country, out of your reach.
Perhaps that's good, perhaps that's wise. But we
should realize what we're doing. Whatever we give
away abroad comes out of what we have at home.
Unless, of course, each of us produces that much
more at his machine or plow or desk every day.
If every one of us produces more efficiently we
can have the satisfaction of knowing we are doing
something for the world without destroying Amer-
ica . . . the one strong hope of the world. If we
"share the wealth" with the world, we will soon
be sharing nothing but poverty. If we share our
increased production and demand increased pro-
duction in return, there will then be wealth and
strength to share.
WARNER
SWASEY
Cleveland
Machine Tools
Textile
Machinery
YOU CAN MACHINE IT SETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER t SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS AND TAPPING MACHINES
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1952
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the engineer-
ing courses available to you at Rose. The next freshnyn class will be admitted
September 8, 1952.
NOBLE C. BLAIR
Admissions Counselor
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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Do you want a career with a future?
More and more of America's outstand-
ing engineers arc carving fine careers for
themselves at Boeing. They've found a
future here in an Engineering Division
that's been growing steadily for over
35 years.
If you measure up, there's great op-
portunity here for you, too, and the
rewarding experience of working on
some of the nation's most vital pro-
grams such as the B-52 and B-47 jet
bombers, guided missiles and other
revolutionary developments.
You'll associate with men of highest
renown, men who can help further your
own standing. You'll find here research
facilities that are among the world's
finest. And you'll enjoy a good salary
that grows with you.
More housing is available in Seattle
than in most other major industrial
centers. Or, if you prefer the Midwest,
similar openings are available at the
Boeing Wichita, Kansas, Plant. In-
quiries indicating such a preference will
be referred to the Wichita Division.
Decide now to build your career at
Boeing after graduation. Boeing has
continuing needs for experienced and
junior aeronautical, mechanical, elec-
trical, electronics, civil, acoustical,
weights and tooling engineers for
design and research; for servo-mech-
anism designers and analysts; and for
physicists and mathematicians with
advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your Placement Office or write:
JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engleeer— Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington
Art7E.FAW
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"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"
THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound
113 N. 7th Street Telephone C-3828
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Member of Telegraph Delivery Service
QUALITY
PRINTING
PLATES
ART WORK PHOTOSTAT COPIES
TERRE HAUTE ENGRAVING CO.
920 POPLAR STPHONE C-2151
DON-AL COUNTRY CLUB
SOUTH FRUITRIDGE
CATERING TO PARTIES
Specializing in
CHICKEN & STEAK DINNERS
For Reservations Phone C-8203
FLORIST
129 SOUTH SEVENTH
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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Charts are situated on the film in
a "route sequence'' order. The
"route sequence" is made up of a
series of film strips, each strip con-
taining the charts for OBD stations
encountered in a route between two
terminal cities. The chart for any
given station may be located by
reference to an index sheet which
provides the number of the film strip
in which the particular stations is
located and by use of the call letters
of the station at the chart center.
The arrangement of charts is such as
to minimize the amount of film move-
ment required, particularly during
flight.
A chart selector motor, in conjunc-
tion with a variable speed device,
drives the film roll at any desired
speed up to a maximum slewing
speed of 10 charts per second. The
film may be readily driven at a speed
slow enough to enable the OBD sta-
tion call letters to be read directly
from the chart image.
Controls
The pictorial computer is com-
pletely automatic except for the
selection of charts, and for certain
initial adjustments. After power is
turned on at the power switch, the
desired chart is selected by first
pulling out on the slewing handle
to "enable" the chart changing mech-
anism. The handle is then turned
to right or left, depending on whether
the chart desired is part of a film
strip with a number greater or less
than the chart being viewed. The
greater the amount of turn, the
greater the slewing speed. The
slewing may be stopped completely,
even though enabled, by holding the
handle near dead center. Release of
the handle, regardless of position, will
cause it to center automatically and
de-energize the chart selector motor.
When the correct chart is in the
projector system, the image bright-
ness may be adjusted by a knob.
This permits operation under widely
varying conditions, from sunlight to
darkness.
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"Find Yourself"
• • • without losing time!
by FLOYD 0. SMELTZ, Supervisor, Standardization Section
WEST hum woRics (Graduate Training Course 1950) Ohio State—EE-1949
SELECTING a specific job inthe engineering field after
graduation from college is a
tough proposition for most of
us. It was for me, and that's
why I came to Allis-Chalmers.
I thought I wanted to be a
development engineer but I
wasn't sure. Allis-Chalmers
Graduate Training Course
gave me an opportunity of
trying design and develop-
ment — and other types of work also.
By my own choosing I am now engaged
in challenging work which I hadn't even
FLOYD 0
Allis-Chalmers car shaker empties coal
and ore cars in minutes. Saves time ...
prevents injuries by keeping men out of
car interiors.
considered while in school. The point is,
all GTC's have the same chance of
"finding themselves."
That's the outstanding feature of Allis-
Chalmers Graduate Training Course. You
have a very broad selection, and you your-
self choose the type of training you re-
ceive. Of course you get help and guidance
from experienced men throughout your
training period. You need it, since there
are jobs here that you have never dreamed
of.
Finds Job Challenging
Take my job for instance. To the engi-
neering student it probably sounds rather
dull when compared with Advanced Ther-
modynamics or Electric Transients in
Power Systems. But, in my opinion, the
. SMELTZ
most fascinating science is co-
ordinating engineering and
production efforts through
standardization of proce-
dures, parts and materials. As
Supervisor of the Standardi-
zation Section and Chairman
of the Standards Committee,
I encounter new problems
everyday—no monotony here.
But that is only part of the
story! I am also Secretary of
the Chief Engineers' Committee and
Secretary of the Development and New
Products Committee. What could be more
stimulating for a young engineer than to
be at the crossroads, where he can watch
the engineering planning of an expanding
company?
No Limit to Opportunities
I never thought I'd be doing this when I
graduated from Ohio State in 1949 and
enrolled in Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course. As I mentioned, I was
particularly interested in design work at
that time. In fact, right now there is a
patent applied for on an electro-magnetic
relay device I designed. Yes, they even let
me do development work while still a
GTC student.
A student helps plan his own courses
and is free to change his plans as new
interests, new opportunities present them-
selves. He can divide his time between
shops and offices—switch to design, man-
ufacturing, research, application engineer-
ing, sales, or advertising—and can earn
advanced degrees in engineering at the
same time.
When he graduates from the course he
is encouraged to go into the type of work
he liked best while on the Graduate Train-
ing Course.
One of the reasons Allis-Chalmers offers
so many opportunities is that A-C designs
and builds machines for every basic in-
dustry, such as: steam and hydraulic tur-
bine generators, transformers, pumps,
motors, rotary kilns, crushers, grinders,
coolers, screens, and other machinery
for mining, ore processing, cement, and
rock processing. Then there are flour
milling, electronic equipment and many
others.
There is no other organization that
seems to me to offer the graduate engineer
such a wide range of activities, or that
gives him such a chance to find the type of
work for which he is best fitted.
ALLIS-CHALMERS
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin
Weatherproof motors for condenser cooling water circulating pumps were mounted out-
doors to conserve valuable building space for a Texas utility.
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"On Target" Today
demands
electronic computations
Today's gunnery is a far cry from the days of slugging
it out at close range — it demands split-second
solutions to constantly varying, increasingly complex
mathematical problems. Only continuous
engineering advances in electronic instrumentation can
accomplish this feat.
Thirty-four years of outstanding engineering
design and precision manufacture have gone into Arma's
leadership in this vital supply link to our nation's
Armed Forces. Through specialized knowledge in
electronic instrumentation, in the years to come
Anna will contribute even more significantly to our
industrial and military might.
This booklet — "Engineering at Arma" — emphasizes the
importance of engineers, physicists and mathematicians
at Arma. You may find it the prologue to your career. Write
for your copy to Engineering Division, Armo Corporation,
254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N.
ARMACORPORATION
254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N. Y
SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN BOSCH CORPORATION
PIONEERING IN INSTRUM'ENTATION FOR 34 YEARS
OUALITY 
INSTRUMENT
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THE DU PONT
DIGEST
Engineering Unlimited
Training in many different engineering branches
opens the door to opportunity at Du Pont
In recent issues of the Digest, we
have discussed opportunities for me-
chanical and chemical engineers at
Du Pont. However, this is only part
of the picture. The special skills of
more than a dozen different branches
of engineering are needed on our
scientific teams. For example:
Architectural, civil and structural en-
gineers are attached to the central
Engineering Department which han-
dles most of the Company's construc-
tion projects. In this work they make
site investigations, lay out new
plants, design buildings, determine
construction methods and specify
materials and equipment. They also
assemble necesary labor forces at
field locations and supervise the
building and assembly of complex
manufacturing facilities.
Electrical engineers aid in designing
process equipment and facilities for
power generation and distribution,
air conditioning and refrigeration.
Instrumentation is another impor-
tant phase of their work. Continuous
Fred R. Struder, R.Metal.E., Rensselaer P.1.
'50, examines a pressure strain recorder with
Allen R. Furbeck, E.E., Princeton '39.
automatic analyzers for cyanides,
ultra-violet gas analyzers, multivari-
able recorders, and new photo-multi-
plier circuits are just a few of their
developments.
Industrial engineers help develop
methods and standards for new or
improved manufacturing processes.
This work often serves as training
for production supervisors.
Metallurgical engineers play an es-
sential part in the central Engineering
Department's program of research.
Their studies are aimed at improving
equipment and construction materi-
als, as well as methods of measure-
ment and control.
Safety engineers strive constantly to
improve the broad safety program
initiated by the Company's founder
150 years ago. Du Pont is under-
standably proud of its safety record,
which in 1950 was eight times better
than the chemical industry's as a
whole, and fourteen times better
than the average for all industry.
Carl Gosline, B.S., Iowa '41, conducts meteor-
ological engineering studies to help solve plant
chimney problems involving smoke and acids.
This by no means completes the
list. Every U. S. industry utilizes
Du Pont products. Hence there is
also a need for specialists in mining,
petroleum, textiles and many other
branches of engineering.
Along with chemists, physicists
and other technical personnel, al-
most every kind of engineer finds
opportunity at Du Pont. Your engi-
neering degree is only a door opener.
Any man with ideas, imagination
and the ability to handle people will
find plenty of room for advancement
in this company that has never
stopped growing.
FOR HELP in choosing your career, send
for free copy of "The Du Pont Company
and the College Graduate." Describes
futures for men and women with many
types of training. Address: 2521 Nemours
Bldg., Wilmington, Delaware.
1U POO
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
This Du Pont plant, near Orange, Texas, manufactures nylon intermediates, plastics and heavy
chemicals. Engineers attached to The Du Pont Company's central Engineering Department
designed the plant and supervised the installation of the manufacturing equipment.
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Stolen by John Voelker, jr. m.e.
John Simpson, jr. c.e., and Dick Bosshardt, fresh.
A patient at a mental hospital
who had been certified cured was
saying good-bye to the head psy-
chiatrist.
"And what are you going to do
when you get out in the world?"
asked the doctor.
"Well, I may go back to Rose
Poly and finish my chemical en-
gineering course. Then, I liked the
Army, so I may enlist again."
He paused a moment and
thought. "Then, again, I may be a
teakettle."
One hot July day, my nephew,
exhausted from work, stopped in
the office to make an urgent busi-
ness call. When at long last he
was able to get the long distance
operator, she seemed unable to
hear.
"Who is putting in the call?" she
asked, in her high nasal voice.
"A. B. Hill" he said carefully.
"Who?" she complained.
"A. B. Hill—Hill," he repeated.
"Will you spell it please," she
whined.
"H-i-l-I, H-i-I-1 !" he shouted.
"I'm sorry," she snapped, "please
spell it again!"
"Oh Hell and dot the E," he re-
torted.
Bridget was being interviewed by
a prospective employer and was
asked for her references. She pro-
ceeded to search her bags and
pockets, and, failing to find the
precious document, she blurted out:
"I had my character this morning
so I must have lost it on the road."
Silence isn't always golden;
sometimes it's just guilt.
First engineer: "What kind of
dress did Betty wear to the party
last night?" •
Second engineer: "I think it was
checked."
First engineer: "Boy, that must
have been some party!"
"What a sap to let a man sell
you a dead horse for $20!"
"Yeah? Well, I sold the horse
for $100."
"How?"
"I raffled him off. I sold a hun-
dred tickets for a dollar apiece."
"What did the fellow say who
won?"
"Well, he made an awful fuss
about it, so I gave him his dollar
back."
"How come you and Ann didn't
dance much last night ?"
"Oh, for petty reasons."
She isn't my best girl—just
necks the best.
He takes her to mystery plays
because they love each shudder.
Definition of a bird that got
caught in the lawnmower—Shred-
ded tweet!
She: I'm a good girl.
He: Who asked you?
She: No one.
He: Then no wonder you're a
good girl.
Little Jack Horner
Sat in a corner
Crib notes under his eye.
He opened his book
And took a quick look,
And now he's a Tau Beta Pi.
Joe: "I stayed in a hotel room
that had 25 rooms with no bath
rooms."
Moe: "Incredible!"
Joe: "No, uncanny."
There's the snooty girl
And the cutey girl
And the girl who likes to pet;
There's the silly girl
And the frilly girl
And the girl who's hard to get!
There's the classy girl
And the brassy girl
And the girl who never smokes;
But the girl for me
Is the clever she
Who will laugh at all my jokes!
Old Navy man, leaning over the
rail of ship: "I see you have a weak
stomach."
Seasick Oliver: "I don't know
about that. I'm getting pretty fair
distance with it."
Traffic Cop: "What's your
name?"
Truck Driver: "It's on the side
of the truck."
Traffic Cop: "It's obliterated."
Truck Driver: "Yer a liar, its
O'Brien!"
It isn't age that makes a man
sensible. It's the lack of strength
for raising hell.
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All kinds of engineering jobs
call for photography
Let's say you're going to engineer tomorrow's global transportation
systems—explore inaccessible areas for new mineral deposits—or that
you'll design a new machine or product. All along the engineering
way, you'll find photography playing an important part.
Photography can help you choose a site through aerial photographs.
It helps you analyze structural stresses by studies of plastic models in
polarized light. It provides information on metal strength and struc-
ture through x-ray diffraction and photomicrography. It provides a
rapid means of reproducing engineering drawings full-size—or reduc-
ing them to mere frames on microfilm for safe, easy storage and ready
reference.
Applying photography to engineering and engineering to photog-
raphy have become specialties in themselves. This has led graduates in
the physical sciences and in engineering to find positions with the
Eastman Kodak Company. If you are interested, write to Business and
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, New York.
FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
—serves industrial, commercial and scientific progress
Photogrammetry —the technic of surveying by
photography—provides essential information for
woild-wide planning of airports, pipe lines, conveyor
systems, mineral and oil development, and all kinds of
engineering undertakings.
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TRADE -MARK
WE ASKED GRADUATES TEN YEARS OUT OF COLLEGE:
WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST TO MEN
NOW PLANNING THEIR CAREERS?
This advertisement is 
another in a series written 
by G-E
employees who graduated ten 
years ago—long enough 
to
have gained 
perspective, but not too long to 
have forgotten
the details of their 
coming with the Company. 
These gradu-
ates were sent a 
questionnaire which they 
returned un-
signed.The quotes below 
represent only a sample of the 
sug-
gestions received. For a free, 
mimeographed copy of the full
list of comments, write 
to Dept. 221C-6, 
Schenectady, N. Y.
"The advice should go back to the sophomore level and it
would be to take as many fundamental engineering courses as
possible instead of specializing in one field during junior
and senior years. The specialization will come as a matter of
course due to participation in a phase of engineering occupa-
tion after graduation."
."Obtain working experience in all the jobs you think you know
nothing about and avoid your primary interest the first year
out of college. Ignore geographic location when selecting a
job. Even Schenectady is an enjoyable place to live when you've
been there long enough to know how to appreciate it. Respect
and admire your boss or change bosses."
"Too many of today's graduates are hypnotized by the glamor
fields of rockets, jets, etc., whereas they are overlooking good
opportunities in the old standard lines."
"Come with G.E., take advantage of opportunity to find field
of most interest and possible reward. Don't jump to any fore-
gone conclusions, and don't hurry to find a 'permanent' job."
"This is for freshmen . . . Go to a school that will give you
an excellent background in fundamentals of physics, math,
mechanics, and materials. Spend at least 25 to 30% of your
time in the study of humanities. Forget about machine shop
and drawing courses and practical application. Get your prac-
tical experience eventually from a company. In a few years
you will be worth 10 times more to them and yourself than
the so-called practical student."
"Be thoroughly grounded in engineering fundamentals. Ex-
periment in your likes and dislikes by trying several iobs.
Work for a company that helps you do this."
"I think the General Electric Test Engineering Program is the
ideal employment for the graduate engineer. He should spend
the full time on Test with many assignments to obtain the
background that will be of utmost value to him."
"Don't specialize too much. Get your fill of math, physics,
and so-called liberal arts."
"Don't be afraid to change either training or vocation if you
find you don't like it."
"Get a line of work in which you are sincerely interested; it
should be a pleasure to get up and go to work in the morning."
"It is a rare thing, one to be cherished as a golden opportunity,
to be able to move around on rotation, look over the best
facilities and opportunities of a company and thereby be able
to make a much more considered choice of where, finally, to
work. These things are all possible on the G-E Test Course."
"The most pleasant life seems to be in the sales end of the
business. This is what I would tell the college men to strive for if
he is fitted for sales work."
"If you don't find your work interesting after five years or
rewarded with responsibility and money after 10 years—quit."
"I have worked with hundreds of young fellows since I was
on the Test program. Only a few of them knew exactly what
they wanted a year or even two years after graduation. One
advantage of working with a large company is that it gives
them an opportunity to observe a broad field of activities—
everything from betatrons to garbage disposers—locomotives
to guided missiles. The most important thing in selecting a job
is choosing one that will keep the individuals happy, contented
and satisfied."
"Get with the company that offers the best training program
—the longer the better."
"G-E Test is the best way to spend first 2 years after school—
particularly if the graduate is undecided as to his field."
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